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Is aging an illness? Whether you’re a Baby Boomer or section of a era that emerged after them, this is a must-read
publication. By addressing the myths behind these tales, Marx reveals the secret for undoing the fears to be discarded,
unseen and abandoned as we age. Does pleasure have an expiration date? These are just some of the queries Baby
Boomer advocate and Hollywood actress, Joanie “McGranny” Marx, boldly addresses in her fresh, eye-opening book,
“Facelifts, Cash and Prince Charming: Break Baby Boomer Myths & Live Your Best Life”. With a quickly aging population,
the desire to have living an extended and quality lifestyle is shattered by mass media stories that paint a grim picture of
those older than 55 as slow, unsexy and obsolete. Can youth become reclaimed after 55? If you’re sick and tired of
sense shamed and blamed into mediocrity, this inspirational publication is the important to unlock the hidden treasure
for how exactly to live your very best life and not really the life the press says you have to be living. Along the way she
reveals the energy of forgiveness and gratitude, as she poignantly weaves in the complex and emotionally charged
relationship with her mother. Displaying where and how exactly to break the seven myths that formed the lives of
SENIORS and all generations that follow, Marx passionately debunks mythical statements that there is not enough love,
happiness and success to bypass. Is self-love a myth?
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 I felt that from her knowledge, Ms. She's created this nicely and it had been a delight to learn. It's indeed an eye-
opener and though it was compiled by a Baby Boomer, and highly pertains to what's happening now because the media
becomes increasingly more powerful in influencing and occasionally, even changing the truth in our lives. I'd give it 10
celebrities easily could. This publication will leave you feeling beautiful all over. We need to figure out how to value
ourselves once we age and be wiser:-) Five Stars Very interesting and incredibly true information a fresh look within my
life Thought provoking and pleasure provoking. I believe baby boomers will see this book very helpful. Highly
Recommend! Excellent read - a lot more than the title suggests.. I believe I’m likely to be OK right now, in fact I’m
certain of it! AN EXCELLENT Read!Joanie Marx's new self-help book turns out to be an extremely wonderful read!! A
Wonderful Browse! As a baby boomer myself, I found everything she stated about our generation to be honest, filled with
insight and an excellent help. We reside in a tradition that values youth. Important thing: it’s a terrifically written debut
functionality! I might also add it arrived at the perfect time – I’ve been feeling just a little down recently (whom I
kidding, that occurs often!). This reserve delivered value. It had been uplifting and therapeutic. It picked me up and
required me far, a long way away from those self-inflicted wounds I seem so fond of. Take it from an expert who walked
the lifestyles of the Hollywood well-known, incomparable some fantastic and needed adjustments that will make you
feel beautiful all over.. RECOMMEND! Highly recommended. Not merely will you love this particular book and its
captivating anecdotes, you may also grow and change as a result of understanding your life in a deeper method. I agree
with the truth that generations of individuals have no respect for elderly .It had been believable and I needed to continue
reading, I want she had written more. As you who grapples with my very own mother/daughter relationship I was
specifically gratified to read Chapter 8... I found Joanie Marx's reserve "Facelifts, Money & Prince Charming" quite
enjoyable. Seems to be a trained condition.I like how Joanie touched on her romantic relationship with her parents and
especially the one with her mom -- not too much -- but sufficient to satisfy the reader.Nice story It's like I browse an
infusion of an inspirational novel and inspirational article, only it's based on the true tale and realizations and wisdom
gained by Joanie Marx over the years. Marx gave us a nudge to try a thing that we have wished to do, like end up being
an actress. I also experienced that it gave people permission to enjoy a who we have been,and for the most part we are
responsible for our own destiny. Engaging and Life Changing Ms Marx has captured some important principles and
discussed them within an interesting and engaging fashion. I like how Joanie touched on her relationship with her
parents . Marx writes from the heart and her willingness to share is heartwarming. At times I was in tears among others
I was cheering myself. Live for now Living for the present time and accepting who I am can be what stood out if you ask
me. Attention Baby Boomers! An insightful look at Aging for the baby boomer generation . I really like how she
continuously uses personal references and tales to illustrate her points.. The Seven Myths of Maturing were especially
beneficial to me. It’s written by someone with center of compassion and wisdom, and it’s frequently funny, poignant and
constantly informative.. It could easily have been called review, remember and rejoice. I really believe Marx understands
the essence of what we "great girls" of the 50's and 60's were elevated to be and offers excellent advice to greatly
help us get away from these myths. A great read! Getting the best facelift you will ever have from the within out, more
like a spirit lift, this book is usually well written, informative, a great read full of great stories told in a provocative and
truthful and convincing way that may have your complete undivided attention. A moving, personal and yet fun and
captivating book - shares why is up an excellent life - authentic relationships.
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